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Break fee

the fee paid to the insurer if the policy
is not taken up after underwriting
has commenced

Claims Report 2021

Howden M&A Claims Report 2021

EV

the enterprise value of a transaction

H1 Report

Howden M&A H1 2021 Spotlight Series

IDD

insurance due diligence

Mega-deal

transactions with an EV greater than
€1 billion

RoL or Rate on Line

the base premium expressed as a
percentage of the policy limit

SPA

the sale & purchase agreement

Trees

the arrangement where separate teams
within the same insurer and broker
work on the same transaction but for
different bidders

W&I

warranty & indemnity insurance
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Looking back
at 2021
Drew Wardrope
Managing Director

The number of deals announced in 2021 exceeded 62,000 globally. That is an
exceptional amount of transactions, with the data showing a rise of 24% in deal activity
when compared against 20201. Our practice has grown at a faster rate than the increase
in M&A activity due to the combination of Howden M&A growing its market share,
becoming the largest M&A insurance broker in Europe, and the increased penetration
of M&A insurance. As a result, we have a richer set of data than ever before.
The data shows that the global M&A activity led to another record breaking year for M&A
insurance. At Howden M&A, we saw deal volume rise by 90% and policy count by 100%.
That rise is compared against 2020, which was our previous record year.
As reported in our H1 2021 Report, the unprecedented level of M&A in H1 2021 led to
resource constraints in the M&A insurance market. That issue became more acute in H2
2021: the lack of capacity amongst insurers caused the M&A insurance market to harden
across the majority of our jurisdictions for the first time in the history of Howden M&A.
The impact of a hard-market is two-fold:
• premiums increase; and
•	underwriters become more selective when quoting deals and/or take a more
conservative approach when underwriting.
As you can see from Figure 1a, the market hardened as the year went by, with Europe
experiencing a sharper rise much earlier on than the UK & Ireland for operational deals.
Rates on real estate deals were relatively steady.
Insurers across EMEA and APAC employed a variety of means to control their
resourcing and capacity, such as minimum premiums, limiting the number of bidder
trees and narrowing sector appetite. With many insurers hitting maximum annual
budgets prematurely, insurers had more control over which deals to insure and some
had to close their books to new business by the end of Q3.
However, the resourcing constraints did not dampen innovation, which continued to
be at the heart of our practice. This was particularly true for specific risk insurance
where we saw, for example, insurance covering the tax treatment of Management
Incentive Plans, policies bridging a liability gap when certificates of title are provided
and contingent risk insurance that preserves the outcome of a first instance decision.
We are often asked about the average policy limits taken out (more so on W&I policies)
and typical size of deal that makes use of M&A insurance. Page 7 of this Report provides
an overview on the former point – which is interestingly 26% for operational and real
Refinitiv, Dealogic and PwC analysis taken from PwC Global
M&A Industry Trends: 2022 Outlook
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€168
billion

Aggregate
EV of insured
deals worked
on in 2021

estate deals, whereas the latter point requires some additional interpretation. Given
the fact that we worked on 37 mega-deals in 2021 (vs 10 in 2020), and 173 transactions
below €30 million, it is better to focus on the median enterprise value rather than the
mean value. In 2020, the median deal size was €67 million but that rose by 15% to
€77 million in 2021.
We are pleased to introduce new sections into this year’s report to reflect the growth
of our practice and how our M&A product suite has evolved:
1.	APAC first featured in our H1 2021 report and we are very happy to set out the full
year results. In the year of the tiger, we are very excited to be opening our first
office in Hong Kong whilst, at the same time, growing our existing team in Singapore.
2.	In 2021, we launched an Insurance Due Diligence (IDD) practice to respond to our
clients’ growing need for an IDD exercise to be undertaken, especially as M&A
insurers now frequently require it as a condition of cover for certain matters, such
as product liability, cyber and professional indemnity insurance.
3.	Having worked on 12 secondaries transactions to date, there is a lot of interesting
information to share that is specific to these transactions so this now features as
a stand-alone section, separate to the jurisdictional M&A sections.

Figure 1a: Operational: premium rates by quarter
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Figure 1b: Real estate: premium rates by quarter
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Facing forward
to 2022
The humanitarian impact of the senseless conflict in Ukraine has been at the forefront of our minds
over recent months, but looking at the situation purely from an M&A perspective we anticipate deal
flows in central and eastern Europe to be impacted as debt financing becomes harder to source.
Increased competition is likely to return to the market resulting in lower pricing and increased insurer
appetite. However, this is far from certain, and we could even see the reverse trend in those sectors
that see a higher rate of claims notifications.
With the headwinds of rampant global inflation and rising interest rates, it may be challenging to
replicate the exponential growth of M&A insurance that we saw in 2021. Early indications however
point to another strong year. In the first three months of 2022, we have placed 6% more policies
when compared against the same period in 2021, or, when compared to the first three months of
pre-pandemic 2019, 81% more policies.
At Howden M&A we saw the growth in the use of M&A insurance in 2021 outstrip the rise in overall
M&A deal volumes. We see this trend as being linked to a number of reasons: corporates’ increasing
familiarity with the M&A insurance offering, deeper penetration in the use of the product by private
equity sellers and buyers, or even, in Howden M&A’s particular case, to a growth in our market share;
in 2021 we cemented our place as Europe’s number one M&A insurance broker. What is certain is
that insurers are innovating and adapting to provide products for use more broadly, to provide better
returns and support capital growth, rather than for pure M&A risk mitigation.
Another trend we saw in 2021 was the rapid growth in the use of M&A insurance “tech” outside of
M&A. As at the date of writing this report, financial institutions are looking at various new ways to
use M&A insurance products: by employing credit insurance to improve regulatory capital ratios, tax
insurance hedges for prime brokerage and trading desks, or examining the potential of continent
risk insurance as a syndication tool. These insurance solutions are helping organisations solve
capital issues in a unique and novel way. With a wider audience seeing the value that bespoke
insurance can bring to their organisations, we expect this trend to continue in 2022.
In anticipation of increased demand for new and innovative ways to apply insurance products, we
recruited Patrick Voisey, a former Freshfields tax lawyer who joined us from Barclays where he spent
over 10 years in front-office structuring roles.
If the trends set out in our 2021 Claims Report remain, the record M&A volume will translate into a
record number of claims, especially as the number of mega-deals rose almost fourfold compared
to 2020. This deal bracket attracts more claim notifications than any other. Perhaps more notably
for the sector’s growth, we anticipate that M&A insurers will continue to innovate, to expand teams
to include specialist expertise and to add local language capability, as they diversify to spread
risk exposure.
We do hope you enjoy reading this report and if you have any questions or would like to follow-up on
any of the topics discussed, please do not hesitate to get in touch.
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It may be challenging to replicate
the exponential growth of M&A
insurance that we saw in 2021.
Early indications however point
to another strong year. In the
first three months of 2022, we
have placed 6% more policies
when compared against the
same period in 2021, or, when
compared to the first three
months of pre-pandemic 2019,
81% more policies.
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2021

Our year in
statistics
Figure 2: Policy by product type
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Figure 3a: Operational average W&I policy limit
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W&I 68%
Title 22%
Tax & structuring 7.5%
Environmental risk 2.2%
Contingent risks 0.3%

Figure 3b: Real estate average W&I policy limit:

26%

Figure 4a: Deal count and policy limit by jurisdiction
€62bn aggregate policy limit placed on 789 insured deals
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Figure 4b: Deal count and policy limit: APAC and RoW
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W&I premiums

Figure 5: Operational: average premium rate by jurisdiction
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The majority of our geographies saw double digit (or near double digit)
rises in 2021. Rates were kept steady in the CEE region owing to increased
appetite of insurers, and competition between them, over the last two
years. Whereas, Iberia saw a significant rise in its average rate but this rise
was driven by specific deals and/or seasonal fluctuations.
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As highlighted in the Overview section of this Report, with capacity
and resource reducing as 2021 unfolded, overall average premiums
rose each quarter. Some insurers were short of capacity by Q4 and had
to refrain from binding new business. Those remaining ‘open’ for new
business managed their resource and capacity by increasing minimum
premiums, declining smaller deals and/or declining transactions due to
sector or complexity. That combination put an upward pressure on rates,
particularly during H2 2021.
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Figure 6: Real estate: average premium rate by jurisdiction
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As with operational deals, CEE stood out from its neighbours when it
came to pricing on real estate deals; it was the only geography that saw a
significant fall in rates. There are now more insurers interested in offering
terms for CEE transactions and this has resulted in more competitive
terms being offered as new entrants try to establish a larger share of the
insured deals.
The DACH market recorded a marginal drop in rates from 0.85% to 0.84%;
this resulted from insurers favouring real estate deals as they typically
have a lower risk profile and, therefore, lower premium, compared to
operational deals.
At the other end of the scale, the French market saw average real estate
premiums increase by almost 50%.
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Deductibles

Figure 7: Operational: average deductible by industry sector
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In 2020, there were significant cuts in the levels of deductible that were being offered
on operational transactions. All but the Financial & Professional Services, Energy &
Infrastructure and Education sectors experienced falls of between 25% and 30%. However,
the market retrenched in 2021 and the deductible levels being offered were more in line with
those seen in 2019.
On the whole, deductibles remain low across the real estate sector. Of the 417 Real Estate
deals on which we advised, only 6.5% had a retention applied. Of that 6.5%, over half (63%)
were hotel deals which saw the average deductible rise from 0.24% to 0.38%.
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UK & Ireland
97%

€9.7bn

Increase in
number of real
estate deals

Aggregate W&I
policy limit placed

15
Mega deals

Shifts in the market

Sector commentary

In 2021, insurers became less willing to be exposed to risks
such as cyber, professional indemnity and product liability
than historically had been the case. Where insurers agreed
to provide a degree of cover for such risks, they often
stipulated that buyers comisssion an external IDD report to
ascertain the underlying position.

Insurers have continued to adopt a cautious attitude
towards heavily regulated sectors, such as, financial
services and healthcare. However, we also saw a decrease
in appetite for leisure, retail and hotel transactions. This
change in appetite was primarily driven by the difficulties
facing these businesses during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Impact of record M&A volume

The opposite was true for businesses that performed well
during the pandemic, insurers were particularly eager to
underwrite transactions in the infrastructure, technology
and logistics sectors.

As with the rest of Europe, the hardening market caused
premiums to increase steadily. Q4 saw average premiums
reach as high as 2.42% for operational deals and 1.64% for
real estate deals.
Operational deals have typically attracted retentions of
0.25% to 0.5%, with tipping options offered for particularly
attractive transactions. This ‘norm’ held true for much of the
year. However, there was a change in behaviour in Q4, with
insurers being reluctant to offer 0.25% retentions and rarely
offering tipping options. Retentions remained nil for pure real
estate deals throughout the year.
In 2020, it took an average of two to five business days for
the NBI report to be provided following Howden’s M&A’s
approach to the insurance market, and one to two weeks2
to negotiate a final policy. By the second half of 2021, those
periods had extended to five to seven business days for
the NBI report and (at least) two weeks for finalising a
policy owing to underwriters being stretched to capacity.
An increasing number of insurers refused to provide trees
on competitive auction processes. Where insurers were
able to provide trees to work for multiple bidders, we saw
an increase in the level of legal fees and break fees: in some
instances, the increase represented a 50% mark-up from
historic norms.
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Trends & innovation
As noted above, insurers increasingly require an IDD exercise
be undertaken before they considered removing exclusions
for cyber, professional indemnity and product liability risks.
This trend is covered in more detail in the Insurance Due
Diligence section of this report.
Given insurers’ reticence to provide trees, particularly in
H2 2021, sellers sought to ensure the transaction timeline
would not be impacted detrimentally. As a result, we saw an
increasing number of sellers adopt a hard-staple approach.
This approach worked with great effect to allow the seller
and Howden M&A team to progress the W&I Policy to an
advanced form, ahead of ‘flipping over’ to the exclusive
bidder/buyer to finalise the policy in short order following
selection of the winning bidder.
The rapid pace of an increasing number of competitive
auction processes led to an increase in the number of
enquiries we received with respect to placing a W&I policy
post signing/in the gap between exchange and completion.
On the whole, it continues to be the case that the policy is

From receipt of advanced drafts of the due diligence reports

2

Daniel Stock
Head of UK W&I

incepted simultaneously with signing but in 2021 we worked
on 16 UK transactions where the policy incepted post
signing, which was a notable increase on previous years. You
can read more about this trend in our guidance note on the
topic by clicking here.
There continues to be significant and, indeed, growing
interest in specialist products. More and more clients are
understanding these products. They are being used as
a deal tool, reducing exposure to potential liabilities and
unlocking difficult negotiations around risk allocation.

Challenges and highlights
The team worked on a transaction involving the sale of
leasehold, freehold, operational and management interests
in approximately 1,300 pubs in the UK with an EV of almost
£1 billion. Given the mix of real estate and operational
risks, we thought carefully about how best to structure
an insurance solution to ensure it encompassed the wide
range of risks involved and the limited time and resource to
diligence 1300 assets.
For this deal the Title team marketed and placed a title policy
that covered the real estate aspects of the transaction,
including both unknown risks with respect to title to real
estate and specific, known title issues identified through
the due diligence process. The title insurance policy placed
by Howden M&A also covered any defects in the title to the
target and it subsidiaries’ shares up to the full EV. Read more
about cover for fundamental warranties in the title section
on page 41.

operational matters and be less concerned with wider
real estate issues, which is where much of the value
was attributed.
This dual approach enabled the client to benefit
from dovetailed policies with wider cover at a
competitive premium.

Outlook
New underwriters have joined the UK market, which will ease
capacity constraints and increase competition in 2022. That
increased competition should soften the market, meaning
we expect to see:
• a slight correction of policy pricing and retentions; and
•	
a return to insurers running multiples trees, with a
decrease in the level of break fees charged to nonexclusive bidders, especially in comparison to what we
saw in Q4 2021.
However, insurers are becoming increasingly savvy about
using their claims data to inform pricing and underwriting
decisions, particularly at a sector level. As set out in our
Claims Report 2021, pricing will remain high, and appetite
may decline for those sectors that experience a higher
claims frequency.
We expect the use of specific risk products to continue to
grow at a similar rate to that which we have seen over the
last couple of years.

A W&I policy was negotiated in parallel, which covered
all operational aspects and risks. Having a title policy on
the transaction allowed the W&I insurer to focus on the
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UK & Ireland
Policy by product type

Rate on Line by year
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DACH
61%
Increase in
policy count

€3.7bn
EV of largest
deal worked on
in 2021

Shifts in the market
Deal volume in the DACH region increased by 55.3% on a
year-on-year basis. As with the rest of Europe, the increased
number of deals led to a hard-market, which put insurers in
a strong position to be more selective with deals quoted or
take more restrictive positions when it came to coverage
discussions. Consequently, this could often lead to intense
negotiations when seeking the best possible cover position
for policyholders. As the leading M&A broker in the DACH
region, Howden M&A was able to utilise the strength of
existing relationships across the market and unparalleled
market knowledge to leverage the best terms for our clients.

Impact of M&A volume
With insurers being at full capacity, many declined a wider
range of deals than ever before. Instead, they concentrated
their focus on deals within their core appetite which often
had a lower risk profile and/or profitable return.
On our part, we concentrated our efforts on the initial
discussions with insurers to create appetite for particular
deals. Unfortunately by Q4 it became increasingly difficult to
obtain terms for deals below €150 million.
Insurers were cautious in their deal selection as well as the
brokers they worked with. The position of Howden M&A in
the DACH market meant, fortunately, that such restrictions
had little impact; the DACH team placed all deals presented
to us by our clients. During Q4, the team placed more deals
than any other quarter (35% of all bound deals placed
across the year).
Many jurisdictions across Europe experienced significant
delays in the delivery of NBI reports owing to a lack of
insurers capacity. However, the breadth of insurers
focused specifically on DACH deals, coupled with the
strong reputation of the Howden M&A DACH team, largely
mitigated any delays in the region. It was still possible to

9
Dedicated M&A
practitioners in
DACH region
deliver NBI Reports within five to seven business days.
The underwriting process required additional time but it
was never more than two business days. However, with
underwriting counsel being so busy, insurers had leverage.
It was therefore difficult to pursue a hard negotiation if the
deal was closing imminently.

Sector commentary
There was less appetite for transactions involving risks in
the chemicals, automotive and heavy industrial sectors. This
was due to the underwriting process tending to be more
complex for these sectors. Therefore, with limited resource,
insurers approached these deals with caution.

Trends and innovation
Tax risk policies were also on the rise as parties became
more aware of the product. This was driven in part by our
recruitment of Martina Sradj, a former law firm tax partner
and tax accountant. An example of a tax policy placed in
2021 involved the risk of trade tax applying to a capital gain
arriving from the sale of a German real estate partnership.
In this particular case, there was ambiguity around the
availability of the extended trade tax deduction due to a presale asset transfer and post-sale reorganisation. Such trade
tax risks are common both on cross-border investments into
German real estate and in national structures, depending on
the leasing agreements as well as service agreements with
third party asset or property managers. The policy ensured
that the structure could be wound up quickly and proceeds
distributed to the investors.
Discussions on contingent risk policies also became more
common place; sellers and buyers were keen to seek out
alternatives to traditional risk transfer mechanisms which
can often stand in the way of a deal being concluded.
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Gennadiy Kharif
Head of DACH

Challenges and highlights

Outlook

We faced an increasing number of complex execution
processes requiring close alignment across different teams
within Howden M&A, both from a product and a regional
perspective. In 2021, we were involved in two simultaneous
acquisitions across different European jurisdictions by
the same investor. This required smooth alignment of our
European teams, ensuring that we speak with one voice to
the client, synchronising both processes whilst maximising
the insurance cover achieved. To achieve this, we put in
place two local teams to deal with the day-to-day elements
of the placement but appointed an additional colleague
to coordinate the streams and act as the central point
of contact for the client. To take advantage of the most
comprehensive cover possible, the respective policies were
placed with different insurers.

We have had a strong start to 2022 already, made up of a
number of new enquiries as well as ongoing deals that did
not sign or complete last year.

Carve-out deals were another recurring challenge during
the last year. We worked on several multi-billion carve-out
transactions which required a deep dive into numerous
carve-out specific elements of the deal, providing very
detailed guidance on the required due diligence scope (all
whilst dealing with a very tight timeline). With limited insurer
capacity throughout significant parts of last year, we also
had to apply our leverage as a pre-eminent broking team in
Germany to ensure that multiple layers in a tower structure
were available on time that were able to follow the envisaged
cover scope.
We expect carve-outs to remain on top of the M&A agenda
for the next year and also expect higher sensitivity for the
related challenges around a carve-out scenario from a
W&I perspective.
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Rates will likely drop from the highs of Q4 2021 but, with the
anticipation of an increased number of claims coming on the
back of the 2021 deal volume, we do not expect rates to fall
significantly as the market hardens again.
Although one insurer has exited the DACH M&A insurance
market, the remaining insurers continue to be fully
committed to DACH. This is demonstrated by their recruiting
and/or building out their local presence. This recruitment
drive extends beyond W&I insurance to include expertise for
the placement of specific risk policies.
Lastly, being mindful of their resources, we expect insurers
to continue to approach trees with caution and/or maintain
a higher level of break fees than seen at the start of Q1 2020.

DACH
Policy by product type

Rate on Line by year
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Benelux
90%
Increase in
policy count

8
Dedicated M&A
practitioners

Shifts in the market
Benelux market has continued to be an extremely
competitive W&I insurance marketplace. Whilst the market
has hardened and premiums have increased, W&I cover
itself has not changed significantly.
Due to deal volume, as 2021 progressed, insurers narrowed
their focus to their core specialisms as they considered how
best to utilise their resources to win business in Benelux.
The marketplace has also had less appetite for cyber risk
unless extensive IT and insurance due diligence has been
carried out on the target.
Overall, the Benelux market continues to offer some of the
broadest coverage available in Europe on ‘vanilla’ deals,
whilst also having the capability and expertise to service the
most challenging cross-border transactions.

Impact of M&A volume
Although rates increased gradually over the year, our data
shows the RoL oscillating but this is due to the fact that
certain mega-deals (which by their nature attract a higher
premium) distort the Q1 to Q3 data. If we took those deals
out, the rise would have been steady.
Retention levels remained nil throughout 2021 for real estate
deals. Operational transactions typically saw retentions of
between 0.25% and 0.5% of EV offered.
A clear indicator of the competitiveness of the Benelux
marketplace is that certain insurers continued to offer
tipping mechanisms on lower/mid-market operational
transactions that they considered particularly attractive.
This is in contrast to other European jurisdictions, such as
the UK where insurers drew back from offering such terms
on operational transactions.
As with DACH, even against the backdrop of record M&A
volumes, there has been no significant impact on the time it
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€5.1bn
EV of largest deal
worked on in 2021

takes to market a transaction and produce the NBI Report.
This still takes approximately five business days from receipt
of the information memorandum and the SPA.
With some of the fastest, and most diligent underwriters
in Europe, a typical process takes between five and eight
business days to underwrite. Complex multi-jurisdictional
deals can take between eight and 10 business days. When
it has been critical to have an expedited process, the team
has managed to place mid-market transactions fully within
three to four business days.
Due to the ‘capacity crunch’, and in-line with their European
counterparts, Benelux insurers have been less inclined
to run multiple trees. Furthermore, rather than providing
terms for every deal, underwriters are now taking the time
to evaluate whether they will be competitive on the given
transaction. That has meant we have seen the average deal
receive fewer quotes than in 2020. However, the insurers
that provided terms did so with the clear intention of winning
so the quality of the quotes have not diminished.

Sector commentary
General appetite between sectors did not change
significantly in 2021. Insurers continue to have less of an
interest in areas such as oil & gas, medical equipment, and
financial services. Even so, the number of insurers with
appetite for these sectors remains unchanged, and there
are still a number that are keen to provide terms on these
deals. Risks involving businesses with significant operations
in esoteric jurisdictions remain challenging to place.

Trends and innovation
As mentioned in the opening section of this Report, Howden
M&A acted on 37 mega-deals this year, with seven (or 19%)
of those placed by the Benelux team. With such a steady
flow of deals in this bracket, certain insurers are focusing
specifically on these transactions. With greater underwriting

Frederik Veldhuijzen
Head of Benelux

expertise on mega-deals, we have been able to complete
the underwriting process in as short a timeframe as five
business days, which was previously unheard of.

are Benelux underwriters that are focusing their expertise
on mega-deals and competition for this particular deal was
fierce despite the required quick turnaround.

In 2021, we saw both W&I and title insurance used on
loan portfolio transactions, which had not been possible
previously. In these transactions, W&I cover can be obtained
inter alia for warranties relating to the accuracy of the data
tape. As explained in the Title & Real Estate Risks section of
this report, title insurance on loan portfolio transactions can
increase a buyer’s protection even further.

When approaching the market, we were able to provide
sufficient detail at the outset, which provided the insurers
with enough comfort on the risks presented and the
likelihood of the deal concluding with a placement. Both the
selected insurer and Howden M&A, had dedicated teams
to focus solely on this transaction in order to allow the
underwriting to be concluded in a week.

2021 also saw insurance become available to secure the
tax treatment of Management Equity Plans (MEPs). MEP
insurance allows management and private equity firms to
transfer the full tax risk of their MEP to the insurance market,
effectively guaranteeing the envisaged tax treatment for its
participants. MEP insurance can be locked-in at completion,
thereby providing an attractive alternative to the practice of
obtaining a ruling from the Dutch Tax Authority.

Outlook

With 9% of our Benelux policies being known risk policies in
2021, there remains a continued interest in these products
as clients better understand how the wider suite of M&A
insurance can be used as a risk transfer mechanism,
rather than relying purely on W&I. With that in mind, former
tax lawyer Kuba Grabarz joined us in 2021 to provide tax
insurance expertise to the Benelux market.

With Kuba’s recruitment, and the rising awareness of
specific tax risk insurance amongst practitioners in the
region, we expect to see the use of tax insurance increase
significantly this year.

Lastly, as with the UK, we are seeing insurers require an
IDD exercise to be undertaken before insurers consider
removing exclusions for cyber, professional indemnity and
product liability risks. This trend is covered in more detail in
the Insurance Due Diligence section of the report.

Challenges and highlights

Given the rising demand, we doubled the size of our team in
2021 and we will be adding to that number in 2022. As with
DACH, new underwriters are looking to enter the Dutch
market by hiring local talent. The number of insurers with a
specific focus on the Benelux market will therefore increase
this year.

On 1 January 2022, the team opened its office in Brussels,
led by Gauthier Drion. The use of W&I insurance on
transactions in Belgium has rapidly increased and, with
colleagues on the ground, we are excited by the prospect
of bringing more local expertise to the table in advising our
clients and partners.
Lastly, if the outlook of our Claims Report 2021 rings true,
given the fact that we have placed 173 policies on 143 deals
in Benelux in the last 18 months3, there will be an increase in
the number of claims notified in 2022.

The team advised on a €5 billion operational transaction
that ran an expedited process where the underwriting had
to be completed within a week. As already noticed, there

The Howden M&A Claims Report 2021 stated 57% of claim notifications were submitted within the first 18 months of the policy incepting

3
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Benelux
Policy by product type

Rate on Line by year
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Nordics
73%
Increase in
real estate

€13.2bn
Aggregate EV
of insured deals

3
Mega deals

Shifts in the market

Sector commentary

Due to the large increase in number of insured deals (cf.
below) and rise in claims, insurers became more selective
in terms of the transactions they were willing to quote, as
well as the extreme positions they were able to offer. This
meant that insurers started reverting to pre-2020 positions
on risks relating to cyber, product liability and condition of
property. Cover for these risks was either limited to matters
within the sellers’ knowledge or sat in excess of underlying
insurance. Further, and particularly towards the end of the
year, insurers became hesitant to offer trees on auction
process which forced several competitive processes to soft
staple insurance or complete underwriting after the final bid
was submitted.

Nordic transactions remain attractive to insurers, however
transactions involving pharmaceutical companies
and financial institutions continue to be trickier to
insure; typically only one to three insurers have the
appetite to quote.

Impact of M&A volume
The Nordics was a busy M&A marketplace in 2021. We saw
deal count double last year compared to 2020 but this was
not driven by M&A volume alone; more parties in the Nordics
recognised the benefits of M&A insurance, for example, on
smaller operational transaction not driven by PE players, and
also on real estate deals which continued to be very active.
This increased use of insurance resulted in capacity
constraints amongst insurers which, like elsewhere in
Europe, led to price rises, fewer insurers offering terms on
every deal, and conservative underwriting approaches,
(particularly in Q4).
The Nordic M&A insurance market experienced rising break
fees and legal fees, and retraction of trees.

It was the same for residential real estate portfolios and
forward purchase transactions; only a handful of insurers
with strong appetite for real estate risks were willing to
underwrite these, whilst other insurers preferred to insure
real estate deals in the logistics/office sector.

Trends and innovation
With investors accepting the benefits that M&A insurance
can bring, after marketing the insurability of these deals
to clients, particularly real estate developers, and their
advisors, we saw a rise in the number of forward purchase
transactions being insured in 2021, Similarly, a wider range of
operational transactions and minority investments looked
to insurance to solve negotiation issues, which allowed
founders and investors to roll-over into new ownership
structures or take on investments without material liability.
With a fall in the number of title policy placements in the
region, there is still progress to be made in raising awareness
of this product, given the breadth of cover available in the
title market. For example, unlike some of Howden M&A’s
other jurisdictions, very few deals in the Nordics used title
insurance on operational deals as a way of obtaining cover
for the full transaction value for fundamental warranty
breach. We expect this to change and have already noticed
an increase this year.
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Alexander Rasmussen
Head of Nordics

Challenges and highlights

Outlook

The capacity crunch in H2 2021 created unprecedented
challenges in terms of placing W&I insurance. Insurers lacked
the human capacity to underwrite transactions at the pace
they would have under written in previous years. This was
particularly the case at the end of 2021, however already at
the beginning of 2022, we were again working on several
highly competitive processes involving more than three
bidders, each fully engaging in underwriting up until final
bids, and insurers being accommodating for this in terms of
offering four to five trees per transaction.

On the expectation of the continued rise in the use of
M&A insurance we increased the size and capability of the
Nordics team and also opened an office in Copenhagen.
As demand rises in 2022, insurers will also add to their
resources to ensure that they have sufficient capacity to
take on the increasing number of deals that are sent to the
market. We expect insurers to be slightly more cautious in
terms of deal selection, with the large deal count becoming
a norm. In terms of pricing, we expect this to drop back
down from the inflated H2 2021 levels, driven by the fierce
competition between insurers.
An integral part of the deal toolbox, we anticipate an
increase in the use of known risk policies. Cover for known
risks enable deals to progress, negotiations to be unblocked
and, ultimately, release cash earlier to investors.
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Nordics
Policy by product type

Rate on Line by year

W&I 95%
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Environmental 1%
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Central & Eastern Europe
77%
Increase in number
of specialist policies

€4.7bn
Aggregate policy
limit placed

Shifts in the market
Insurers took a much stricter approach to warranties
concerning the condition of assets in 2021. Underwriters
refused to remove the condition of assets exclusion without
first seeing a ‘clean’ technical due diligence report, even
items deemed low-risk would trigger a discussion about the
reinstatement of the blanket exclusion.
Insurers were similarly cautious of restitution and
reprivatisation warranties but some were more conservative
than others. Certain insurers agreed to remove the exclusion
subject to specific due diligence and receipt of certificates
from the relevant authorities; others insisted on the
exclusion regardless of supporting evidence. In respect of
the latter, these W&I underwriters frequently stated that
risks relating to restitution and reprivatisation were better
addressed by a title policy and, as such, their positions were
reflected in the form of an exclusion.

Impact of M&A volume
Insurers had reduced appetite for transactions below
€50 million in 2021 and fewer underwriters were willing to
offer capacity for policy limits below €10 million. There was
also less appetite for operational risks in certain jurisdictions
such as Romania, Bulgaria and Serbia.
Irrespective of the size of the deal, in 2021 it was crucial
to approach the CEE market in the early stages of a
transaction. By having these discussions in advance,
insurers were able to allocate sufficient capacity ahead of
entering into the underwriting phase. This gave us, and most
importantly our clients, reassurance that the desired policy
limit would be available and the policy negotiated and ready
to incept when required.
Given deal intensity, every CEE insurer started to apply a
minimum premium in H2 which was a shift from previous
practice. The minimum premium ranged, depending on
insurer, from €65,000 to €90,000 on real estate deals and
25

72%
Increase in number
of real estate deals

€80,000 to €100,000 on operational deals. As with elsewhere
in Europe, premiums rose throughout the year.
Insurers’ position on retentions also changed throughout
the year. In H1, there was a flexible approach to ‘attractive‘
operational deals, where retentions reduced to as low
as 0.25%. By the end of the year, the market returned to
offering 0.5% as standard. Retentions remained nil for real
estate transactions with only deals in the renewables sector
offering tipping to nil retentions.
M&A deal volume kept underwriting advisors busy in
2021 which caused an increase in legal fees (rising by
approximately €5,000).

Sector commentary
Insurers were also keen to be involved in deals concerning
assets in the renewables, logistics, TMT and office sectors.
This is in contrast to businesses in the travel and tourism
sectors which were significantly impacted by the pandemic.
Consolidation of the real estate developers market
continued in Poland and we were involved in a significant
number of transactions involving such businesses in
2021. The complexities of these businesses meant that
underwriters were required to dedicate substantial
time and resource to the underwriting process, which
sometimes reduced the appeal of these deals. However, a
pool of interested insurers remained which was enough to
competitively insure each of last year’s residential/mixedused developer transactions.
With investors betting on the demand for modern, high
quality workplaces holding up, we saw a rise in the number of
office transactions in 2021 (22% increase compared against
2020) albeit still 27% behind the number of CEE office deals
undertaken by Howden M&A in 2019. Insurers were eager to
be involved in these office deals, particularly those of high
value, as they can often be a relatively straight-forward risk
to diligence and underwrite.

Hélène Bastien
Head of CEE

Trends and innovation
Whilst Poland continues to be the leading country in the
region by policy placement, with the growing awareness of
M&A insurance building more widely in CEE, we recorded
a rise in the use of W&I in other jurisdictions, particularly in
Bulgaria and the Balkans.
As we predicted in the 2020 Review, the interest in specific
risk cover increased in 2021. We have recently recruited Kuba
Grabarz (former tax lawyer) and Karolina Olko (former real
estate investment lawyer) based in Warsaw who specialise
in advising European clients on tax and title & real estate
risks, respectively.
We placed 15 tax policies in CEE in 2021, which is an
exceptional rise in comparison to 2020 when we placed
four tax policies.
For title, the number of policies placed in 2021 doubled
compared against 2020.
The number of enquiries regarding environmental risks grew
last year too. Whilst many of the enquires did not develop
beyond the tentative stage, it demonstrates the growing
awareness of the insurance solutions available. These initial
enquiries serve to educate, enabling investors and advisors
to understand how environmental policies can be used as
a negotiation and risk securing tool by eliminating the need
for fresh environmental due diligence and removing the
discovery risk.

Challenges and highlights
As already highlighted, the appetite of insurers to underwrite
transactions concerning developer businesses was more
limited in 2021 due to complexity of the risks involved in such
operations, including title, construction, permits, employees
and taxation.

One particular transaction that we placed involved the
trade sale of a residential developer. An extensive marketing
exercise was undertaken to obtain the very best possible
terms. We advised that, to obtain the broadest cover for
the warranties, three separate policies be taken out: (i) W&I
policy; (ii) title to real estate and shares policy, including
permitting cover; and (iii) a tax risk policy covering risks that
had been identified as part of the due diligence or disclosure
process. Similarly, another transaction in the same sector
involved both W&I and title policies which allowed for much
smoother underwriting process and ultimately better
cover overall.

Outlook
Rates will stablise and potentially return to Q3 2021 levels but
insurers will continue to apply the minimum premiums seen
at the end of 2021. Unless deal flow reduces dramatically,
it is likely that insurers will continue to be hesitant about
underwriting deals below €40 million.
We do not expect insurers to increase the number of teams
available to work on trees, this will likely remain at a maximum
of two, and this should be factored into the planning of any
auction process.
Karolina Olko is continuing to raise awareness of what title
insurance can achieve. We expect an increased interest in
title to shares policies on operational deals and therefore
more deals covered by insurance up to the full transaction
value, not simply the W&I policy limit.
The interest in tax insurance will also continue to rise
across CEE, which is also spurred on by having a dedicated
practitioner with easy access to our core CEE markets.
We are excited to welcome Joanna Fidecka, a former lawyer,
to the CEE team in Q2 2022.
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Central & Eastern Europe
Policy by product type

Rate on Line by year
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Iberia
85%
Increase in
specialist policies

8
Dedicated M&A
practitioners in
Howden M&A Iberia

€3.5bn
EV of largest deal
worked on in 2021

Shifts in the market

Sector commentary

The Iberian market continued to attract the interest of M&A
insurers last year. During 2021, several insurers decided to
open offices in Iberia or hire underwriters with a focus on
the Iberian region; not just W&I underwriters but specialists
focused on specific tax risks too. We expect this trend to
continue through 2022.

Given the impact of the pandemic on the hospitality
sector, most insurers continued to have little appetite for
businesses in this sector. Nevertheless, with the volume of
M&A activity involving hospitality assets, certain insurers
positioned themselves to offer competitive terms and
continue to insure hospitality deals.

Impact of M&A volume

Insurers were also keen to turn their attention to
infrastructure, renewable and non-operational real estate
transactions. We obtained competitive terms in these
sectors for our clients that were on a par with 2020 as
insurers sought out risks that fared well over the past
two years.

Given the range and volume of deals in 2021, insurers
were more selective than in previous years. However, the
underwriters were very clear in setting out their appetite
for certain sectors, size and types of transactions, which
allowed us to set or adjust client expectations at the outset.
In 2021, hard stapled processes were a rising trend in
Spain. As was common across Europe, insurers restricted
the number of trees that were made available, usually to
three. Fortunately, very few auctions saw more than three
competitive bidders, so this was rarely an issue.
As referenced in our 2020 Review, the Iberian M&A insurance
marketplace had come of age that year. Nonetheless, Iberia
did not experience a hardening of the market in the same
way that it did in other mature European markets. Iberia saw
a rise in pricing but, as mentioned already in this Report, this
was due to seasonal fluctuations or the specific activity of
the target.
As with DACH and Benelux, even though the volume of
M&A was at a record-high, there was little impact on the
time it took to deliver NBIs and negotiate final policies. As is
normal in Iberia, there was a concentration of deals as we
approached the summer and Christmas holidays.

Trends and innovation
Transactional environmental insurance has become a great
solution for large transactions where W&I insurers were
unable to provide cover for matters concerning pollution.
The environmental insurance market has proved itself very
effective in insuring large operational deals with a significant
environmental exposure. The use of this type of insurance
has facilitated the closing of these transactions.
As forecasted in the 2020 Review, we expected a rise in
the use of known risk policies, and we saw this rise last
year. Specific insurance solutions for environmental,
litigation, title and tax issues are now usually discussed on
every transaction.
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Enrique Pérez del Castillo
Head of Iberia

Challenges and highlights
We saw an increase in the use of W&I insurance in large
competitive processes in Iberia in 2021. For example, we
advised on the largest transaction that closed in Iberia last
year. With this type of mega-deal, it was critical to align the
transaction and the W&I insurance process from the outset.
By adopting this approach, the positive impact of M&A
insurance is clearly demonstrated through better cover and
pricing, enabling the transaction to benefit both the buyer
and the seller.

Outlook
The Iberian market is still very competitive and wellresourced so pricing will likely remain at the same levels that
we saw in 2021.
Given the 148% increase in policy count in 2021, we expect
an increase in the number of claims that are notified under
those policies. However, as highlighted in our 2021 Claims
Report, up to 38% of claims can take up to two years to
be notified.
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Through the recruitment of former tax lawyer, Antonio
L. Vázquez Pineda, the awareness of tax insurance will
continue to rise amongst our clients. This will translate into
an increase in the number of tax policies placed in 2022;
not just on transactional risks but also non-M&A risks. For
more information, refer to the Tax & Structuring section of
this Report.
Francisco Alvim also joined our team in 2021 to lead the W&I
practice in Portugal. Francisco is a former M&A lawyer with a
vast experience of working in some of the best legal firms in
Portugal. The Portuguese market is experiencing the same
boom in the use of W&I insurance that Spain experienced a
couple of years ago. Francisco is leading the W&I on most of
Portugal’s largest insured transactions.
As was the case in 2021, with clients seeing the value the
wider suite of M&A insurance products, the use of all other
specific risk policies will continue to increase in 2022.

Iberia
Policy by product type

Rate on Line by year
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France
75%
Increase in
number of policies

€4.4bn
Aggregate EV
of insured deals

Shifts in the market
With an increasingly cautious underwriting approach, we
saw some insurers ceasing to offer, for example, cover
for renewables portfolios made up of projects still in the
development phase (study, permitting, construction). Either
cover would be declined for the projects that were not
yet operational, or if the portfolio contained a significant
number of such projects, insurers would decline the
entire transaction.
Certain insurers have also started to take a much harder
line than in previous years in terms of policy drafting. For
example, in July 2021, at least one insurer widened its
definition of ‘disclosed’, meaning more claims could be
declined for valid reasons if the underlying circumstances
for the warranty breach fall within that wider definition.

Impact of M&A volume
The surge in deal activity has limited the resource and
capacity that is available in the French market. Since July
2021, only 20% of our deals included competitive terms
from more than two insurers. The reduced competition
between insurers led to an increase in pricing: 12.1 % average
growth for operational deals and a significant 48% on real
estate deals. Some of our institutional clients will work with
company markets only, so the insurance pool available to
them decreased even further, especially as certain company
markets have a narrower appetite for risk than MGAs.
Unlike some other European jurisdictions, the French W&I
market is not yet big enough to offer local language trees.
However, we have been able to secure up to three trees on
the larger deals where the underlying documentation was
in English.
In 2020, it took an average of two to three business days
to produce the NBI report. That rose to four or even five
business days in 2021 for deals where insurer appetite was
more limited. Similarly, the standard underwriting timeline
31

90%
Increase in private
equity deals

increased from six to eight business days to eight to 10
business days.
Insurers also filtered out deals in 2021 by setting ever
increasing minimum premiums, particularly for deals in
regulated sectors.
Lastly, insurers have been mindful of the number of claim
notifications they are receiving. As such, we have seen
insurers setting-off and adjusting the levels of deductible
and de minimis more than ever before.

Sector commentary
Terms for businesses with a large employee base, complex
multi-national operations, regulated activity and/or
dwindling revenues were harder to come by.
Insurers had a net preference for underwriting plain-vanilla
real estate deals, for which the activity really picked up in
the second half of 2021. The sector was perceived as less
complex than operational deals where the impact of the
Covid crisis remained to be assessed. However, in contrast to
the UK, Benelux and the Nordics, the French market seems
to have kept an appetite for companies in the financial
services sector, and financial institutions in general, as we
have been able to secure competitive terms for a number of
transactions in the sector during the course of the year.
Operational deals really gained momentum in September, as
almost 50% of the operational deals we worked on in 2021
were signed in the last three months of the year.

Trends and innovation
Although still largely behind most EU conuntries, the general
awareness in France of M&A insurance and the willingness
to use it, is on the rise. The capacity however to underwrite
certain types of deals is constrained by the limited number
of French speaking underwriters. Growth for the suite of
M&A insurance products has therefore been hampered
in certain sectors of the French economy (notably real

Andras Haragovitch
Co-Head of France

Lucie Bocel
Co-Head of France

estate and small-cap deals), where a number of French
business leaders prefer to speak French to their advisers and
service providers.

Generally, the sheer volume of deals meant that it was
sometimes challenging to even find insurance for certain
types of deals or at certain times during the course of 2021.

As opposed to years past where fierce competition
between insurers led them to always try and offer “more”
by shouldering additional risks, innovation in 2021 has taken
on a different form: being creative to get the deal done in
very tight deadlines, all the while respecting the parameters
of the transaction. These were often dictated by a tight
auction process where the buyers had no leeway or
inclination to amend terms imposed by the sellers.

Perhaps the main challenge in France, at least for W&I
insurance, is sellers not giving any warranties to the buyers,
other than the fundamental warranties. This peculiar trait
of the French M&A market has been exacerbated during the
course of 2021 as the market leaned ever more in favour of
the sellers.

We have dealt with multiple SPAs that are subject to
different governing laws, with numerous completions over
a lengthy period. An SPA could, for example be, governed by
the laws of France but the policy was governed by English
law. A lot of care, time and attention was put into these
complex policies, particularly dovetailing the definition of
‘loss’ which has a different legal regime on both sides of the
Channel or by trying to provide for the unexpected (a closing
not occurring for example).
Some of the “innovations” in terms of cover seen previously
have been pushed back. For example, whilst ‘new breach
cover’ was a feature of almost every French real estate
transaction in 20204, we saw few policies containing this
extension in 2021.

Challenges and highlights
The frenetic pace of deal-making in the red-hot M&A
market of 2021 meant that timelines for certain transactions
were so reduced that bidders simply did not have the
opportunity, or the desire when pursuing an aggressive
pre-emptive approach, to do the thorough due diligence
that underwriters expect in order to provide good cover.
We have therefore seen an increase in deals incepting the
M&A insurance policies after signing or even after closing,
or having certain due diligence workflows being completed
after signing.
This in itself poses a host of challenges: lack of seller and
management engagement post-signing to answer DD
queries, no visibility on exclusions and warranty cover for the
buyer at signing without the W&I policy being in place at the
same time, etc.
See page 23 of 2020 Review

4

Nonetheless, even where there are no warranties for the
W&I insurance to cover or the parties decided not to use
W&I, we have seen other M&A insurance products unlock
deals in 2021, as was the case on a large cap transaction
where a policy covering a specific tax risk was set as a
condition precedent to closing in the SPA.

Outlook
In 2021, we recruited former tax lawyer Olivia Sibieude to
advise on tax insurance solutions for the French market.
With Olivia raising awareness of the product in the country,
we will see an increase in the number of tax policies placed
in France in 2022.
As Howden M&A has done in 2021, insurers will hire additional
local language expertise in 2022 to satisfy M&A insurance
demand in France. The recruitment drive will benefit W&I as
well as specific risk insurance.
We will also see new entrants come into the market as
European insurers increase their geographical footprint. With
increased competition, rates should drop or at least stabilize
as these new insurers ramp up their local operations.
In any event 2022, could prove to be a watershed moment
for the French W&I market: while M&A activity continues
at breakneck speed for now, the dark geopolitical clouds
hanging over Europe could, in the medium turn, spell less
liquidity in the system, a decrease in appetite from buyers
and a re-balancing of the M&A relationship generally, to the
detriment of sellers. This could mean that the use of M&A
insurance becomes the go-to tool in a more risk averse
environment, especially if French sellers are compelled at
last to give warranties but wish at the same time to limit their
financial exposure post-closing.
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France
Policy by product type

Rate on Line by year
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Italy
€3.5bn
Aggregate policy
limit placed

3x
Total number
of policies
placed vs 2020

Shifts in the market
W&I cover improved substantially in 2021, which is a clear sign
that the Italian W&I market is maturing. With new entrants
coming into the market, we obtained elements of cover on
real estate deals that had not previously been possible.
Meanwhile, operational deals benefited from a form of
cover for anti-bribery and corruption issues. The fact that
Italy improved its ranking in the corruption perception index
(ranking 42/180) may be a factor to further enhance such
cover in 2022. Overall, insurers demonstrated more flexibility
and a more commercial approach.
With insurers taking a cautious approach to cyber risk, there
was little appetite amongst insurers to provide warranty
cover for cyber matters, especially towards the end of the
year. When cyber cover could be obtained, it was typically
provided in excess of the target business’ existing cyber
insurance policies and, in any event, only once an external
IDD exercise had been undertaken.

Impact of M&A volume
As with the rest of Europe, the increased number of deals led
to the hardening of the market and with limited resources
available amongst underwriters, determined the sharp rise
of minimum premiums to €120,000 on real estate deals and to
€200,000 for operational deals and a rise in legal fees.
Moreover, insurers typically become more selective and
took a more restrictive approach when coming to a coverage
discussion. However, we are able to utilise the strength of
existing relationships across the market and our knowledge
of the market to leverage the best terms for our clients.
In Q4 2021, insurers also struggled to align their process to
transaction timetables. On one deal, we saw a two week
delay between the delivery of the NBI and the insurer’s
ability to start the underwriting process. On another deal,

€1.2bn
EV of largest deal
worked on 2021

one insurer had no capacity to start underwriting until a
specific date long in the future. These staggered processes
pushed some clients to sign deals before the W&I policy was
finalised. Choosing to place a policy post-signing comes
with both positives and negatives. You can read more about
structuring deals in this way in our guidance note.

Sector commentary
Historically, insurers have taken a cautious attitude to Italian
risks, meaning the pool of available insurers has typically
been smaller than for other European countries. However,
during last year we witnessed an increase in insurer appetite
for logistics and technology deals, being businesses that
flourished during the pandemic and the long lockdown
periods imposed by the Italian government.
As the year progressed and deal volume increased, these
insurers became quite selective, using deal value as a
barometer for their appetite.
Despite this, the W&I insurance market evolved in 2021
as lawyers put trust in the product, recommending it to
their investor clients who, in turn, started to understand
the benefits of its application. As such, we saw a marked
increase in the usage of W&I on operational deals; 27% of the
team’s W&I policies were for operational businesses in 2021
(vs 10.5% in 2020). We are now at the point in the lifecycle of
the product whereby W&I is at least discussed on almost
every deal. This was certainly not the case two or three
years ago.

Trends and innovation
There was an increase in the number of insurance due
diligence exercises undertaken on operational deals in 2021.
We also saw IDD carried out on real estate deals, which
helped increase the breadth of cover for the ‘condition of
assets’ warranty.
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Giulia Malusa
Head of Italy

We are also immensely proud to have placed the biggest
ever Italian tax risk policy. This is a great testament to our
specific risk teams who have the expertise to understand
and market risks so diligently.
On other transactions, leveraging the maturing marketplace,
the team was able to cover certain specific risks within the
W&I policy for an additional premium, rather than put in
place separate specific risk policies. This was particularly
beneficial on deals where it was not cost effective to take
out additional policies.

Challenges and highlights
The team was involved on the acquisition of a large portfolio
of real estate assets located in Milan and Turin for more
than €1 billion. The transaction involved approximately 400
private individuals as sellers. The negotiations with insurers
were intense as the transaction was structured as having
a firm offer by the buyer and two closing dates. The first
closing date was when a certain threshold of signatories to
the shareholders’ agreement accepted the offer, whilst the
second closing date was the point of the expiry of the public
offer procedure to be launched by the buyer after the first
closing date.
Negotiations with insurers focused on the calculation of
loss. The final W&I policy referenced loss as being based on
the purchaser’s percentage ownership at the time of the
second closing date, even if the breach was discovered prior
to that date, when the purchaser had a smaller percentage
ownership of the target.
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Another (separate and unrelated) challenge involved a
peculiarity of Italian law. A European private equity firm was
acquiring a listed company. The purchaser’s lawyers were
not comfortable with allowing the seller to rely on a €1 cap to
limit their liability in case of breaches of the warranties. Under
Italian law, there is a (theoretical) risk of this arrangement
being deemed as an ‘absolute simulation’ which would mean
that the indemnification mechanism is deemed excluded
from the SPA. Howden M&A negotiated with the insurer
the inclusion of language in the policy that satisfied the
purchaser’s lawyers, providing them with sufficient comfort
to allow a €1 cap to feature in the sale agreement.

Outlook
Further new entrants are due to enter the Italian marketplace
in 2022 whilst existing insurers build out their teams.
However, this recruitment will be focused on Italian speaking
W&I expertise, rather than specific risk capability.
These new entrants will not be in the marketplace until later
in 2022 so we may not see a significant drop in premiums
during H1 2022 but there will likely be some downward
adjustment from the highs of Q4 2021.
As with the Nordics, forward sale transactions are starting to
gather pace, especially in relation to logistic deals, and this
will be a feature of 2022.

Italy
Policy by product type

Rate on Line by year
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APAC
25
Combined years
of M&A experience
amongst Howden
M&A APAC

4
Dedicated M&A
professionals

€780m
Aggregate EV
of insured
deals

Shifts in the market

Sector commentary

In 2021, the APAC market rebound from the pandemic
induced lows of 2020. Pricing for W&I dropped in 2020
and H1 2021 as insurers sought to increase the volume of
policies issued. However, towards the end of 2021, deal
volume meant that W&I insurers were oversubscribed,
which resulted in an increase in rates whilst cover remained
largely unchanged.

For 2021, there was less appetite for transactions
outside insurers’ core sectors (such as real estate or
manufacturing). There was also little interest in deals
involving businesses that had valuations based on nonCOVID normalised performance. Appetite was particularly
low for intellectual property (IP) heavy targets and
heavily regulated targets (e.g. payment processors,
financial institutions).

Impact of M&A volume
The overall increase in M&A activity has resulted in insurers
being very selective. For deals that they were willing to
underwrite, insurers increased their rates significantly
towards the end of 2021. Higher break fees, the levy of
additional legal fees on the sell side in a hard staple and
limited available trees were all a consequence of a busy
marketplace. Given the deal volume, insurers responded
by shunning sell-buy flip processes in favour of buy-side
processes.
The team also saw retentions rise; previously, for real estate
deals in traditionally low risk jurisdictions like Singapore and
Hong Kong, some insurers provided nil retention as an option
but towards the end of 2021, insurers were only offering a
retention equivalent to 0.25% or 0.5% of EV.
Insurers also required longer turnaround times and had to
allocate underwriting slots that were at least a month away.
This had the potential to stretch out the W&I process from
the typical three to four weeks to eight weeks or more. This
timeline excludes any extra time needed to clear regulatory
hurdles in certain APAC countries which can often result in
an additional eight weeks being added on to that timeframe.
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In terms of jurisdictional appetite, insurers have expanded
their appetite for higher risk jurisdictions like Thailand,
Vietnam, Indonesia and the PRC, though the level of
diligence required in these jurisdictions is relatively
high, with local diligence needed for targets based in
these jurisdictions.

Simon Worker
Director, Hong Kong

Tze Yang Goh
Director, Singapore

Isabella Ma
Senior Associate,
Hong Kong

James Kay
Director, Singapore

Trends & innovation

Challenges and highlights

Due to an increased understanding of the interplay between
the SPA and the W&I policy, there has been a rise in the
request for use of title insurance and tax insurance as part
of the transaction process.

We were asked to place a W&I policy in the PRC for an
American manufacturing giant and a substantial portion of
the value of the target came from certain IP rights, which
were challenging to diligence.

Where businesses are spread across the region, multiple
jurisdictions with multiple ownership/title laws are involved,
which can include differing forms of central registers and a
disparate base of selling shareholders. We have therefore
seen an increase in the use of title insurance being used:

The team came up with a solution that involved a hybrid
process whereby the sellers participated in the underwriting
process to provide the insurer with comfort. It was in
essence, a Q&A process with the sellers “baked” into a
buy-side W&I underwriting process.

• as a fundamental warranty top-up excess policy; or

Outlook

•	side-by-side a W&I policy, as a replacement for
fundamental warranties in situations where it is not
possible to obtain such warranties from the seller.

As the market stabilises to a post pandemic norm in 2022,
W&I rates in APAC will stabilise in 2022, with underwriting
timelines returning back to the typical two to three weeks. In
terms of jurisdictional cover, we expect there to be a slight
pullback from underwriting PRC risks, making PRC deals
more challenging to place. We also expect the number
of specialist policies, in particular title and tax policies, to
increase: for 2022, we have already placed two title policies
in APAC, with title insurance being discussed on a number of
other ongoing deals.

These title policies can be obtained at very competitive rates.
In the past 12 months, there has also been an increased
appetite to write W&I on a North American basis, which
results in a more buyer friendly underwriting process
and policy.

Lastly, we will continue to see the rise of title policies
being used to provide cover (in whole or part) for the
fundamental warranties.
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Tax & Structuring
54%
Increase in
number of policies

€1.4bn
Aggregate policy
limit placed

Shifts in the market
The tax risk insurance market matured further in 2021, with a
significant uptick in the use of tax insurance solutions both
in the context of M&A transactions and on a standalone
basis outside of M&A. Pricing decreased slightly against the
average seen in 2020 and insurers were willing to consider a
wider array of fact patterns, risk types and jurisdictions.
Whilst there have been a limited number of new entrants in the
tax insurance market, the underwriting expertise at existing
tax markets has grown with most insurers having larger teams
of tax underwriters and in many cases ‘non-UK’ tax expertise.
As appetite and expertise amongst tax risk insurers has
continued to grow, we have been able to develop insurance
solutions for more complex and larger risks that previously
may not have been insurable. This has facilitated the use of
tax risk insurance solutions at all stages of the transaction
cycle, from structuring new investments to resolving ongoing
tax disputes.
By way of example, we recently structured a sell-side policy
for a French tax risk in excess of €200 million, providing
certainty to the seller as to the applicable rate of capital
gains tax on the sale (which depended on whether the target
should be viewed as ‘real estate rich’). Notwithstanding
challenging ‘valuation’ aspects to this risk, which insurers
typically do not favour, we were able to arrange a tower of
insurance to syndicate the risk between four insurers. In this
case, combining the capacities of multiple insurers gave the
client the insurance cover required and unlocked a material
issue in the transaction.
The Howden M&A Tax & Structuring team also grew
significantly during the course of the year. During 2021, the tax
team recruited:
•	Antonio Luis Vazquez Pineda, a former tax manager
specialising in international corporate tax and M&A tax
based in Madrid with a particular focus on Iberia,
39

17
Jurisdictions
where a tax
policy was placed
•	Jakub (Kuba) Grabarzj, with 10 years’ experience as a
Dutch qualified tax lawyer, provides dedicated coverage
for the Benelux and CEE region;
•	Mark McGarry, a qualified Chartered Accountant and
Chartered Tax Advisor;
•	Martina Sradj, a German certified tax advisor and former
law firm tax partner based in Munich and focusing on the
DACH region;
•	Olivia Sibieude, a former tax lawyer who is based in Paris
with a particular focus on the French market; and
•	Patrick Voisey, a former Freshfields tax lawyer who joined
Howden M&A from Barclays where he spent over 10
years undertaking front office tax and regulatory capital
structuring roles.
This investment in tax expertise means that Howden M&A
now has 11 specialist tax brokers: six in the UK, with dedicated
local experts covering DACH, Benelux/CEE, Iberia and France.

Sector commentary
Given the expansion of the tax insurance market, there
are now very few European jurisdictions which are ‘off
the table’. Tax insurance is now emerging in many nonEuropean jurisdictions. In 2021, we placed policies for risks in
jurisdictions as diverse as Iceland, Greece and South Africa.
Although general appetite has increased amongst insurers,
appetite can change if jurisdictions change their approach
to enforcement or implementation of regimes. For example,
as a result of the Italian tax authorities becoming more
aggressive following several recent court decisions which
were unfavourable for tax payers, it has become increasingly
difficult to obtain cover for Italian tax risks.

Patrick Voisey
Head of Tax & Structuring

Trends and innovation
The use of tax risk insurance in the context of M&A
transactions is now very well-established in most
jurisdictions as a practical solution when neither party is
willing or able to retain an identified tax risk. It accounted for
approximately 80% of the total €1.5 billion of specific tax risk
insurance cover placed by Howden M&A in 2021.
However, in 2021 there was a growing use of tax
risk insurance outside of M&A with a wide variety of
different commercial motivations for seeking cover.
Examples included:
•	Facilitating the return of cash to investors on a fund wind
up by insuring contingent liabilities;
•	Achieving effective early resolution of advanced-stage
tax disputes - whilst these policies command a higher
premium, they can be useful in ‘fixing’ the cost of the
exposure and offering certainty; and
•	Locking in post-tax returns on new investment structures
using ‘forward looking’ insurance policies. Factoring these
products in during early stage structuring discussions
allows clients to price tax risk in advance and thereby
increase the range of commercially viable transaction
structures.

Challenges and highlights
Howden M&A worked alongside a leading private equity
firm and its global tax advisor to place a tax insurance policy
covering the risk that s.77(1) FA1986b (“Stamp Duty Relief on
share-for-share exchanges”) would not apply to a corporate
reorganisation prior to an IPO.
In this particular case, there was ambiguity around the
availability of the relief due to the commercial process

that was required to be undertaken. Given the time and
commercial sensitives, we worked expediently with the
insurer, client and advisor to devise an insurance solution
which provided cover for the risk that a subsequent
application for clearance from the tax authorities
was unsuccessful.
Howden M&A continues to recommend that, for complex
issues like this, early broker engagement is key to successful
policy placement.

Outlook
Many of the themes of 2021 will continue into 2022, with
diversification in the use of the tax insurance product based
on wider adoption by clients and growing insurance market
expertise.
Unlike the W&I market, the tax insurance market did not see
the marked increase in premiums in 2021. However, in 2022,
tax insurance premiums will experience upward pressure,
although it should be noted that the policies we place
remain extremely cost effective, with premiums typically in
the 1.5% - 5% range for low to medium risks.
With increasing risk appetite, competition and capacity,
specific risk insurance solutions are increasingly being
considered by corporates and financial institutions as an
efficient tool for managing tax risk limits and for creating
value beyond pure risk transfer in the context of tax and
regulatory capital planning. We therefore expect the
proportion of policies placed outside of M&A to rise in 2022.
The international tax landscape remains subject to change
and uncertainty, including the impact of the EU “Shell
Companies” Directive (ATAD 3) and the proposed ‘Pillar 2’
global minimum tax rate rules. We expect more clients to
take advantage of tax insurance solutions in navigating the
uncertainty created by this changing tax landscape.
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Title & Real Estate Risks
28%
Deals involved a
title policy in 2021

€37.5bn
Aggregate policy
limit placed

Shifts in the market
Insurers were keen to widen their risk exposure and place
policies beyond the real estate sector last year. There is
therefore appetite amongst title insurance underwriters to
work on operational deals, which has been timely given the
increased focus on using title insurance for fundamental
warranties (see below).

Sector commentary
We received a greater number of enquiries from Ireland, the
Nordics and Portugal in 2021 for title insurance cover for
both known and unknown risks, partly driven by Howden
M&A growing its market share in those jurisdictions.
In 2021, there was also an uptick in the number of enquiries
for title policies on Asian real estate deals, particularly
for Korea and Japan where the parties sought cover for
identified title risks and defects.

Trends and innovation
There has been an increase in title insurance typically
required where the sellers’ liability for fundamental
warranties is capped at £1/€1 and is on operational deals
both via: (i) title to shares policies; (ii) W&I excess policies
provided by the title insurance market. The excess policy
provides ‘top-up’ cover on the same terms as the primary
W&I policy, but it sits excess of the primary W&I policy limit
providing cover for fundamental warranties only, up to the
full transaction value. This additional cover is particularly
attractive to purchasers of targets that have a complex
corporate structure or businesses that have grown
through acquisition.
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14
Jurisdictions
where a title
policy was placed
Building on the innovation of W&I being used on residential
loan portfolio deals in 2020, we placed title policies on the
deals undertaken in this sector in 2021. A buyer can increase
its protection even further by taking out a title policy,
that complements the W&I insurance policy, offering full
protection from defects relating to:
• the title to the loans;
• the ownership of the underlying assets;
• the existing security, e.g:
- a valid charge has not been registered against the
relevant property; or
- a charge is not first ranking, having priority over all
other charges;
A title policy can cover the full portfolio with cover sublimited by individual loan.
There has also been increased interest in using title
insurance when a client is acquiring a significant real estate
asset in the UK and a law firm has prepared certificates of
title. The policy that is put in place does not relate to the
ownership of the asset directly but instead acts as a topup to a law firm’s limit on liability, where a law firm has been
negligent in preparing those certificates. A law firm might
limit its liability to £50 million, for example, which does not
offer a client sufficient recourse if the certificates of title are
prepared for a £100 million transaction. The title policy can
‘make-up’ the difference between that firm’s limit of liability
and the value of the transaction. We have even seen policies
put in place where the firm limited its liability to £500 million.

David Persaud
Head of Title &
Real Estate Risks

Challenges and highlights
Through different funds but as part of the same acquisition,
an investor was acquiring several real estate businesses
that owned between 1% and 5% of various real estate assets
across Europe. The due diligence was inconsistent across
these businesses. The Howden M&A team reviewed the
due diligence and advised the client on what cover could be
available. We worked closely with the insurer and were able to
agree bespoke policies based on historic due diligence.
The final policies captured each business’s percentage
ownership of the individual assets, and each policyholder’s
percentage ownership of that business.

Outlook
With Karolina Olko being based in our Warsaw office,
there will be title expertise available locally to increase the
awareness of the benefits of title policies and the value
they can add to CEE transactions. This will translate into an
increase in policy count in 2022.
We expect the increased interest in title insurance in Ireland,
Portugal the Nordics and Asia to continue into 2022 and we
will see the policy count rise in these jurisdictions.
With the benefits of title insurance being used to cover
fundamental warranties on operational deals becoming
known more widely, we expect more title policies used
on operational deals in 2022 as an excess policy to the
underlying W&I policy.
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Structured Solutions
4
Dedicated
team members

€800m
Largest
policy limit
placed in 2021

10
Insurers

Shifts in the market

Sector commentary

With W&I providers continuing to look to diversify revenue,
2021 saw further growth in appetite for identified contingent
risks. Aware of increasing competition, the incumbent
contingent risk insurers have sought to grow their
teams too.

Contingent risk insurance is sector agnostic, with insurer
appetite focusing on the underlying risk rather than the
businesses involved. As to geography and jurisdiction,
insurers remain comfortable with all European regions
although fewer insurers have appetite for Italy, and CEE
remains largely untested.

The ‘hard market’ did not impact on premiums for contingent
risks in the same way as other product lines, but the market
pricing in this space has always been difficult to calculate as
the risks are so bespoke and wide ranging.
In 2021, insurers showed increased interest in providing
terms for more complex and structured solutions than
in previous years. This led to us working on a number of
opportunities where insurance was a central driver of the
transaction. For example, working with special situations
investors that were acquiring assets potentially impaired by
litigation. Insuring the litigation risk enhances an otherwise
unattractive or unfinanceable investment.
With increased awareness and use of the product in M&A
across Europe, we have also seen M&A stakeholders
and their advisers considering insurance as a solution to
litigation and other contingent risks at an earlier stage in
their transaction plan. In particular to mitigate or avoid the
need to negotiate traditional risk allocation mechanisms
such as escrows or indemnities.
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Although not new to 2021, risks relating to situations
where the wider insurance market is likely to have
significant exposure (such as product liability issues)
remain challenging, in particular when they involve harm
to individuals.

Trends and innovation
The traditional application for contingent risk insurance is
as an alternative to an escrow, indemnity or equivalent in
relation to an identified risk in an M&A transaction.
As with tax insurance, there is an increasing trend for use
of the product outside of M&A, including in more structured
applications.
For example, we have seen a significant increase in the use
of ‘judgment preservation insurance’. This is a contingent
risk insurance policy which preserves the outcome of a first
instance decision that is subject to appeal. It sets a floor
(for claimants) or ceiling (for defendants) on the notional
value of a judgment. It has been used in the context of a
number of financings of first instance judgments, where
the lending is secured against both the judgment debt and

Alex Southby
Head of Structured Solutions

the insurance. In some jurisdictions, this allows claimants
to realise proceeds from their claim materially ahead of the
alternative, mitigating the impact of long appeal processes.
More generally, it provides claimants with certainty and the
ability to deal freely with those proceeds.
Clients are increasingly alive to the essential proposition
of the contingent risk market, i.e. where a risk is capable of
third party (generally, but not exclusively, legal) analysis
and is sufficiently remote, that risk is likely to be transferable
to insurers at a price that can be attractive based on the
ancillary benefits released or created by the insurance. In
principle conversations to ‘test’ the market or run ideas past
the team have frequently led to placements.

Challenges and highlights
Structural innovations to achieve clients’ goals have
provided our most significant challenges, but also been
among the highlights of the year.
For example, we worked with a private equity firm on the
winding up of a fund which was being delayed by ongoing
litigation. In general, contingent risk insurance is capable of
transferring the potential liability deriving from the litigation,
but not the administrative burden of running it. Transferring
the liability would only have provided the client with a partial
solution, because the fund structure could not have been
wound up while the litigation continued. We were successful
in implementing an insurance-led structure that provided the
client with a completely clean break, including no ongoing
involvement in the underlying litigation, with the result that
the structure was wound up years ahead of the alternative.

Outlook
Like many of the other areas of specific risk insurance, new
entrants will be coming into the market in 2022. These new
entrants, and the incumbent insurers that are growing their
teams, will be recruiting lawyers and other professionals
who will bring further expertise and generate more
innovation in the marketplace.
To the extent that the number of insolvencies and
restructurings increases as forecast in 2022, we expect
to see a significant number of contingent risk placements
driven by the consequent transactions and processes, as
stakeholders look to mitigate the impact of identified risks
and litigation and enhance the value of their position.
In 2022, we also look forward to working closely with
our specific risk teams and other specialists across the
Howden group to provide clients with innovative solutions to
previously intractable problems by combining our expertise
and markets.
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Environmental Risks
45%
Increase in
number of policies

€16.7bn
Aggregate EV
of insured deals

11
Jurisdictions where
an environmental
insurance policy
was placed

Shifts in the market

Trends and innovation

The environmental insurance market across the UK and
Europe was stable in 2021. There remains a core base
of long-standing underwriters and carriers, providing
consistent cover, premiums and servicing.

As the environmental and wider ESG (Environmental Social
Governance) agenda grows amongst corporates operating
in Europe, there is wider adoption of insurance solutions as
an environmental risk management tool in key territories
such as France, Germany, Benelux and the Nordics.
Whereas previously, the team’s client base was made up of
businesses involved in the “traditionally polluting” industries,
such as industrials, chemicals, and waste businesses, in
2021, we worked with clients ranging from SMEs through to
real estate investors and even hospitality.

In 2021, certain insurers started offering environmental
insurance policies that are more closely aligned with
other transactional insurance policies such as W&I and
tax insurance. With corporates and private equity firms
accustomed to transferring risks to the insurance market,
their familiarity with those other policies has helped drive
an uptake in this new form of environmental insurance. For
example, certain insurers now write standalone policies,
wrapping around contractual liabilities such as a breach of
warranty or specific environmental covenant.

Sector commentary
Like contingent risk insurance, environmental insurance is
sector agnostic. It is also a class of insurance that has wide
appeal amongst insurers, with insurer appetite only limited
for jurisdictions that have little environmental legislation
and/or a lack of consistency in the way that environmental
matters are enforced by local regulators.
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However, a knowledge gap remains amongst risk managers
and legal advisors surrounding the availability of cover for
environmental risks. For example, we were approached
recently by a corporate looking to insure historical pollution
for a warehouse it was purchasing in Italy. The risk manager
was certain that the risk would be uninsurable, but they
were pleasantly surprised when Howden M&A returned with
a broad set of terms at a premium below their expectation.

Glenn O’Halloran
Head of Environmental Risks

Challenges and highlights

Outlook

The team worked on two separate Iberian waste
management deals in 2021, which were receiving little to no
cover for environmental matters under the W&I insurance.
In both instances, the target companies held existing
environmental insurance policies. Following a detailed review
of these operational policies, it became apparent that the
existing policies were not suitable as a replacement for
warranty cover, meaning the buyer was left exposed.

Investors and corporates alike have an aversion to
environmental risk. With global M&A volume at record highs,
the use of environmental insurance will increase in 2022.
Users will see it as an essential deal tool that can manage
inherited environmental risks, and enhance bid offerings
by avoiding price adjustments, indemnities and additional
due diligence.

After an intense marketing exercise, Howden M&A was able
to secure standalone environmental insurance to (i) replace
the need for warranty protection, and (ii) dovetail with the
existing environmental insurance.

With no new entrants expected into the market in 2022,
rates will remain stable.

On one of the transactions, the insurer highlighted the
flexibility of the environmental insurance marketplace by
providing terms that did not require any sell-side or buy-side
due diligence.
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Secondaries
1.32%

€5.5bn

Average RoL for
all secondaries
transactions
in 2021

Aggregate EV of
all secondaries
transactions

Shifts in the market
The Secondaries market evolved considerably in 2021.
Single asset deals accounted for 52% of sponsor led deals
by volume, up 38% from the year before, with secondaries
transaction volume surpassing $100 billion in 20215.
This increased activity brought new opportunities across
the M&A market, with corporate financiers and investment
bankers actively looking at assets in the secondaries sector.
However, the use of W&I on secondaries transactions is still
a comparatively new trend, which has meant that advisers
and clients have had a short space of time to familiarise
themselves with its use. Those that are new to using W&I
on secondaries transactions often approach the product
as they would a traditional W&I policy on a direct buyout by
pushing for cover on the same terms. However, there are
nuances to the use of W&I on secondaries transactions
where less DD is typically available. Insurers are able to
provide broad cover by taking comfort from the reputation
and alignment of interests of GPs and LPs rather than the full
scope traditional DD/VDD underwriting process required on
primary M&A transactions.

Sector commentary
Ease of underwriting certain sectors and geographies is
often seen as a key factor for guiding price, underwriting
style and policy outcome on primary M&A transactions.
On secondaries transactions, while these are still relevant,
insurers are more open to underwriting tricky sectors

Average % cover
on all secondaries
transactions in 2021
and geographies as the focus is, to a greater extent, at
fund level rather than on the operations of underlying
portfolio companies. This also allows pricing to remain more
competitive in comparison to primary M&A, as well as more
stable without fluctuating substantially due to underlying
sectors or geographies.
As in 2020, the majority of the secondaries transactions
Howden M&A worked on involved underlying assets in
the UK, US and Europe, however, in 2021 we also placed a
policy for a GP-led single asset restructuring in the Czech
Republic. Given this was one of the first secondaries
transactions in this jurisdiction, a substantial amount of time
was invested in the marketing stage of the transaction. This
resulted in a smooth-running process for the GP LPs and
lead investor, and broad cover under the policy.

Trends and innovation
In 2021, Howden M&A worked on a restructuring of
concentrated portfolio of three assets across UK
and Europe where, for the first time on a secondaries
transaction, cover was provided for the Excluded
Obligations Indemnity (“EOI”). Holding on to liability for
Excluded Obligations has, historically, meant that selling
funds do not truly limit their liability under the transaction
documents and are unable to wind up. We expect more
insurers to start getting comfortable providing this
enhancement in 2022. The enhancement enables the
insured to claim directly against an insurer for breach of an
EOI, but also for the selling funds to limit all liability to £1.00
and potentially wind up.

Financial Sponsor Secondary Market Year-End Review – 2021;
Lazard Private Capital Advisory
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15%

Nikhil Singal
Secondaries Lead

Michael Watters
Senior Associate

Challenges and highlights

Outlook

In 2021, Howden M&A worked on one of the largest European
secondaries transaction to be insured. It involved a €2 billion
single asset restructuring of a global technology business.
The placement was structured by way of a significant
primary layer, with excess insurers syndicating for a large
tower of insurance. The size of the transaction resulted in a
complex underwrite for insurers, but a favourable W&I policy
outcome was achieved with the usual set of disclosure and
Q&A requirements, but with minimal DD required..

With continuation vehicles now a viable exit option and
lawyers and corporate financiers across Europe actively
exploring W&I, the use of M&A insurance on these
transactions will continue to increase. In 2022, we anticipate
an increased adoption of W&I outside of the US and Europe.
For example, we have been approached on transactions
where concentrated portfolios of assets are being
restructured in India, South America and in CEE through
continuation vehicles.

We also worked on two GP-led “fund of funds” transactions,
each involving the restructuring of interests in circa
100 underlying assets, essentially being akin to LP-led
transactions. The complex nature of these deals meant that
it was difficult to determine the right level at which the W&I
policy should incept , the right structure of the W&I policy, as
well as the right beneficiary of the policy. After a thorough
marketing process and diligent negotiation, we were able to
place a competitive policy on each deal that reflected the
underlying transaction.

Insurers are keen to diversify their portfolio of deals and, as
has been the case with structured solutions, underwriters
will focus (or widen) their appetite to include secondaries
transactions. With these new entrants coming into the
secondaries W&I marketplace, pricing will stabilise in H1 2022
as competition increases and wider cover is offered.

What is an Excluded Obligation?
A broad liability that often encompasses breaches
of representations under the original subscription
documents or constitutional documents of portfolio
companies, clawback risks on distributions/
contributions, taxes related to the sale of seller’s
interests, etc. The selling fund typically bears the risk
and/or indemnifies the purchaser.
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Insurance Due Diligence
52
Deals in which
IDD was
undertaken in 2021

16
Number of
jurisdictions
engaging
IDD in 2021*

Shifts in the market
In the summer of 2021, Howden M&A launched a dedicated
insurance due diligence (IDD) practice led by experienced
insurance project manager, Jeananne Muir. The team was
launched with the same vision and objective as all Howden
M&A teams: to provide strategic, straight forward advice
through a team of experts.
To align itself with client demand, and maintain a high
level of service, the team has grown rapidly, providing preacquisition/divestment insurance due diligence for buy-side
and sell-side investors.
The success of the team can also be attributed to the pace
that Howden Insurance Broking Group has grown. The
Group now has 10,000 employees. In 2021, experts from new
disciplines and backgrounds joined the Group. This has given
the IDD team access to colleagues that dedicate 100% of
their time to specialisms as far ranging as the education
sector to the infrastructure sector.

Sector commentary
The UK market has been familiar with IDD for some time, but
2021 saw an increase in the number of new enquiries from
clients across Europe for IDD. Given the hardening insurance
market, insurers are restricting cover across the majority of
insurance classes, so IDD is emerging as crucial in assessing
potential areas of concern (cover and risk) within a target’s
insurance programme.

between 1 June 2021 and 31 December 2021

*
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5
Dedicated IDD
professionals

Historically, the private equity sector was the main source
of IDD engagements. However, in 2021, we worked on a
number of deals in the real estate sector where the investors
were keen to get a better insight into the overall insurance
programme in place for real estate assets. In many cases,
we are seeing new insurance programmes being required at
completion given the seller no longer has an interest in the
asset. Many investors are keen for us to validate between the
period of signing and completion that the existing insurance
arrangements are in line with our expectations and that
the new investor is noted as a composite insured during
this time.

Trends and innovation
As a condition of providing cover, W&I insurers are
increasingly requiring IDD exercises to be carried out,
particularly on cyber, professional indemnity and product
liability insurance policies. A review of these policies is
not only driven by W&I underwriters but also by a genuine
concern of the purchaser, to ensure cover is in line with what
is expected for a company of the target’s nature and size.
The insurers share the same concern, and they will not
remove cyber, professional indemnity and product liability
exclusions unless the IDD is clean. Even if no issues are
highlighted, insurers will structure the W&I policy so that it
acts as excess only to the underlying cyber, professional
indemnity and product liability policies.

Jeananne Muir
Head of Insurance Due Diligence

In 2021, Howden M&A saw an increase in the number of
clients purchasing retroactive cyber cover. Retroactive cover
can be put in place for target companies that did not have an
existing cyber insurance policy prior to the transaction. The
policy can be put in place at completion and the cover will
look back to an agreed date, thereby extending the amount
of time it takes to report a pre-closing cyber incident. This
additional protection is particularly useful for investors as it
takes 228 days6 on average, to discover a cyber breach.

Challenges and highlights
The team advised an Iberian trade purchaser on the
acquisition of an Irish engineering business, which had a
significant professional indemnity exposure. Merging the
policy of the target with that of the purchaser’s group would
have reduced the target’s level of cover.

Outlook
Insurers continue to restrict cover across the majority of
insurance lines, and this will likely to increase the number
of due diligence reviews undertaken by the team. We also
expect an increase in engagements as corporates, investors
and advisers become more familiar with the benefits that an
IDD exercise can bring, particularly for highlighting uninsured
exposures and what the post-acquisition programme could
look like.
In anticipation of this increased demand for IDD services,
the Howden M&A IDD team will continue to grow in 2022
to ensure consistent high levels of service are delivered at
all times.

As part of the review, Howden M&A conducted a thorough
analysis of both policies, identifying and relaying the
variances in cover.
Despite the significant premium costs, the purchaser
saw the value in the additional cover and broadened its
own policy to align with the target company’s pre-existing
professional indemnity insurance policy.

2020 Cost of a Data Breach Report; IBM

6
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